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Only a decade ago, the Savuti channel in Botswana's Chobe

National Park was bone dry. But, in 2010, the river miraculously

began to flow again, transforming the region back into what it has

always been - a thriving wildlife haven.

 

Since then, photographer James Gifford has been hard at work

documenting the wonders of life in this wild paradise. In his latest
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book, Savute: Botswana's Wildlife Kingdom, he sets out to

portray the brutality and charisma of Savute's predators, as well as

the subtle beauty of its more placid creatures.

 

The result is a fascinating, interconnected story of wildlife

adaptability and resourcefulness. To the second-hand observer,

Savute strikes the imagination as an enchanting place full of wild

secrets. Discover some of them here in this gallery.

  

https://www.hphpublishing.co.za/products/savute-botswanas-wildlife-kingdom
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Another magical sunset over Savute © James Gifford

Places to stay in Botswana

  

Chobe River

 

Expect a vast and diverse array of wildlife in this African

wonderland. Ngoma Safari Lodge offers unrivaled panoramic

views over the game-rich Chobe River and its floodplain, and is on
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the doorstep of Chobe National Park, the 'Land of the Giants' home

to the largest herds of elephants on earth.

 

Tuli Block

 

Tuli is a unique, timeless part of Africa with spectacular wildlife,

breathtaking landscapes and fascinating history, tucked in the

easternmost corner of Botswana. Tuli Safari Lodge offers a

relaxing retreat to complement the varied safari adventures in the

reserve beyond.

 

Mashatu Game Reserve is the epitome of all that defines

wilderness areas in Africa. Visitors are charmed by the vast open

spaces; the biodiversity of wildlife from the gigantic to the

miniscule; the majestic skies and tranquility interspersed with

birdsong and the sounds of the wild. Mashatu Lodge is a place to

connect you to the soul of what life on earth is meant to be.

  

Okavango Delta

 

Khwai Tented Camp is located on a beautiful site within a

community-run concession on the eastern border of the Moremi

Game Reserve, on the banks of a lagoon flowing into the Khwai

river, which acts as a boundary between the reserve and the

community area.

 

Khwai Leadwood Under Thatch is built on the banks of the Khwai

River and nestled amongst a forest of sycamore and leadwood

trees. Guests enjoy spacious and comfortable thatched

accommodation with private en-suite bathrooms that look out

http://www.tulilodge.com/
http://mashatu.com/mashatu-main-camp/
http://www.africanbushcamps.com/camps-safaris/botswana/khwai-tented-camp/
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over the delta and beyond into the Moremi Game Reserve.

 

Travel with Africa Geographic

 

Travel in Africa is about knowing when and where to

go, and with whom. A few weeks too early / late and a

few kilometres off course and you could miss the

greatest show on Earth. And wouldn’t that be a pity?

Contact an Africa Geographic safari consultant to plan

your dream vacation.

     

mailto:travel@africageographic.com
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An emerald green marsh is a sign of plentiful times for the lions of

Savute, when the saturated wetland attracts prey from all around.

The elephants are only too aware of the threat they face when they

come down to drink.
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© James Gifford

An osprey takes to the air in the moment of a successful catch from

the channel. Anything can happen in the flash-dance of life in

Savute.
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© James Gifford

A lion cub surveys the marsh below and reflects on another day in

this special wildlife kingdom.
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© James Gifford

It is only when you freeze time that you truly appreciate the agility,

athleticism and strength of leopards as they navigate tricky angles

and frightening vertical distances to climb and descend trees - a
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stupendous feat, which they effortlessly accomplish without fail

several times a day.
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© James Gifford

Massive herds of buffalo, often up to and over a thousand strong,

frequently arrive in the Savute region. Their nomadic wanderings

are a necessity, born of their constant and colossal demand for

fresh grazing areas.
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© James Gifford

In Botswana’s arid climate, mist is a rare phenomenon, occurring

only on a handful of winter mornings and rapidly melting into

nothingness as the sun rises. Seeing hippos rise for a brief moment

in a golden shaft of light, created a beautiful but eerie scene that

would never be repeated. Four months later, every drop of water

was gone.
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© James Gifford

Members of the famous Marsh pride of Savute - all similar models

with subtle variations in age and size, but all undoubtedly cast

from the same powerful mould.
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© James Gifford

A zebra neighs to the setting sun in Savute. The regions offers no

shortage of fascinating wildlife subjects for the classic silhoutted

African sunset.
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© James Gifford

Travelling the marshes of Savute back and forth, you might just be

lucky enough to pick up some travel friends - such as these

startlingly beautiful carmine bee-eaters.
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© James Gifford

In a dramatic fly by, the attacking yellow-billed kite, far more

aerially adept, succeeds in snatching prey from the defenseless

claws of its foe.
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© James Gifford

Chobe National Park is more fondly known as the 'Land of Giants',

home to the largest population of elephants in Africa, currently

estimated at 120,000 individuals.
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© James Gifford

Savute is often described as the domain of the elephant bull. These

gentle giants possess a wisdom that has been cultivated by the

passage of time, and they pass down their extensive knowledge of

buried water and migration routes to younger males who have

recently left the herd. This valuable information gradually filters

down to the rest of the mammal kingdom who gratefully add it to

their armoury of tools for survival.
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© James Gifford

Death is a necessary part of nature’s circle of life, and the

elephant’s demise here enabled an entire pride of 13 lions to

survive another harsh day in Africa.
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© James Gifford

African wild dogs possess a bravery and tenacity that far surpasses

their unexceptional size. It is still surprising to see them, with

three-month-old pups in tow, taunting thirsty bull elephants,

deliberately provoking them to get a reaction - a fascinating

illustration of their playful nature.
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© James Gifford

A scene that epitomises the fragility and unpredictability of Savute

- a herd of buffalo congregates at the last remaining pool of water

in the drying channel.
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© James Gifford

While serving their hunting apprenticeship, juvenile bateleurs will

happily scavenge where possible. This tangled mess of fur and

bones was all that was left of an impala killed by wild dogs no more
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than 12 hours before.
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© James Gifford

The ever delightful drama of an elephant's dust bath - a common

sight in the drier months in Savute.
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© James Gifford

Leopards are amazingly adept at modifying their behaviour in

response to changes in the environment. The range and depth of

their personalities, from super-mums to lovable rogues, tenacious

underdogs to patient souls is both humbling and fascinating.
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© James Gifford

In a rare victory for prey over predator, the Marsh pride are forced

to cram onto this upended tree staring malignantly at a herd of

buffalo as the dust settles on a failed hunt.
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Despite only being in residence for a few months, the carmine bee-

eaters' constant, cheerful chirrups, jaunty dispositions and

resplendent plumage radiate an air of optimism that permeates

every corner of the marsh. Their departure at the end of the rainy

season signals the onset of drabber winter colours and Savute feels

incomplete and less vibrant without them.
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